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In order to clearly reply the first inquiry. it is of import first to reply the 

inquiry – “ what is the psyche for Aristotle” and as such give an history of 

how he views substance and separability. Aristotle posits in de Anima that 

the psyche is the substance in the sense which corresponds to the 

unequivocal expression of a thing’s kernel. That means that it is “’the 

indispensable whatness’’ of a organic structure of the character merely 

assigned. ( Book II. 412b ) . As such. the psyche is the kernel of being and 

the kernel of being is its substance. 

By being. Aristotle refers to the thing itself while by kernel he refers to the 

primary kernel of the thing itself wherein one is treated as the topic in its ain 

right i. e. the good itself is treated as the kernel of the good. It can be 

deduced so. utilizing conjectural syllogism that if psyche is the kernel of a 

being and the kernel of being is its substance. so the psyche is the substance

of a being. He argued further that whatever is has a being. whatever has a 

being has a substance – this as the foundation of his epistemology. Hence. 

whatever is has a substance. 

This implies so that being is indistinguishable to substance. If such is the 

instance. so utilizing the rule of excluded center. being is besides 

indistinguishable to soul. Now. allow us clarify the construct of separability. 

Aristotle foremost distinguished the difference between the organic structure

and the psyche. The organic structure as he stated corresponds to what 

exists in potency. it being the topic or affair of a possible actuality. Soul. on 

the other manus. is a substance ( actuality ) in the sense of the signifier of a 

natural organic structure holding life potentially within it ; it is the actuality 

of the organic structure. Aristotle. Book II. 421b ) As he delineates the 
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unsimilarity between the organic structure and psyche. one should non be 

mislead in sing the two as separate entities. They are at some point seems 

to be separate for in the former we are speaking about a corporeal organic 

structure in its spatio-temporal being while in the latter we are speaking of 

an incorporeal organic structure exceeding in the spatio-temporal universe. 

However. their separability in footings of infinite and clip does non intend 

they are separate as whole – that is an entity holding life. 

As Aristotle argues “ the psyche is inseparable from its organic structure. or 

at any rate that certain parts of it are ( if it has parts ) for the actuality of 

some of them is nil but the actualities of their bodily parts” . ( Aristotle. Book 

II. 413a ) . He argues further that “ body can non be the actuality of the 

psyche ; it is the psyche which is the actuality of a certain sort of organic 

structure. Hence the psyche can non be without a organic structure. while it 

can non be a organic structure ; it is non a organic structure but something 

comparative to a organic structure. That is why it is in a organic structure 

and a organic structure of a definite kind” . ( Book I. 421a ) . 

It can be deduced so that psyche and the organic structure are inseparable 

with each other. It is because the kernel of both their being lies in the 

mutuality of their telos – the psyche realizing the possible life in the organic 

structure while the organic structure supplying an entity for the psyche to 

realize itself in the material universe. Since the psyche is the actuality of 

natural organic structure. so of course it would hold certain maps which it 

can realize. Aristotle has identified these maps to be the undermentioned: 

( 1. ) powers of self-nutrition or the alimentary map ; ( 2. powers of esthesis 

which includes the sensory and appetitive map ; ( 3. ) the power of motion 
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and remainder or the locomotor map and ( 4. ) the power of thought. With 

these maps. he posited a psychic power of hierarchy. He claimed that of the 

psychic powers mentioned above. some sorts of existences posses all of 

these. some possess less than all while others posses merely 1. As such. 

obviously. the workss possess the power of self-nutrition wherein they can 

turn up or down and increase or diminish in all way as long they can happen 

foods in the dirt. It is through their ain agencies that they continue tolive. 

Even though the workss possess merely one map of the psyche. it is a great 

admiration how they continuously subsist on their ain. Next is the power of 

esthesis. which is possessed by all animate beings. All animate beings 

possessed the power of esthesis because they all have the primary signifier 

of sense. which is touch. Aristotle defended and farther elaborated this 

impression in de Anima. To humor: if any order of life things has the sensory.

it must besides hold the appetitive ; for appetency is the genus of which 

desire. passion. and wish are the species ; now all animate beings have one 

sense at least. viz. ouch. and whatever has a sense has the capacity for 

pleasance and hurting and therefore has pleasant and painful objects 

present to it. and wherever these are present. there is desire. for desire is 

merely appetition of what is pleasant. ( BookII. 414b ) From the statements 

stated above. it can be obviously inferred non merely how Aristotle proven 

that all animate beings possess at least one sense. the touch. but besides 

how he scientifically deduced that all animate beings by virtuousness of their

centripetal map. possess appetitive map. excessively. 

From all these animate beings. there are some which possessed the power of

motive power. progressing them to a higher stratum. These are animate 
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beings which can put to death any sort of motions together with the capacity

to hold such motion. Last. the human existences possessed all of the above-

named maps puting them on the top of the hierarchy. They posses the power

of thought. which is the indispensable characteristic of the human existences

and which separates them apart from all other species. Analyzing the 

theoretical model Aristotle succumbed to. it can be construed so that for him

every being has a psyche. 

This is obviously manifested in his effort to turn out the foundations of his 

epistemology widening his claim to the psychic hierarchy wherein he posited

that every sort of populating thing – any entity for that affair possesses 

certain function/s of the psyche It should be put in head. nevertheless. that 

even Aristotle posited the different maps of the psyche ; they are in kernel. 

inseparable. An illustration of this is the map of nutrition ( by eating ) which 

human existences in peculiar do in order to decently and clearly think. The 

latter being besides a map of the psyche. 

Obviously. every map of the psyche is interconnected with each other 

particularly in the instance of the Homo sapiens. who possessed all the 

enumerated maps of the psyche. Aristotle impressions of mind can be rooted

in his construct of cognition – in his epistemology. It is from his construct of 

cognition arises his other averments on how he views the universe. It is 

common sensical so to claim that his construct of the head or any other 

things exceeding from their spatio-temporal being. his metaphysics. is 

grounded on his epistemology. 
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As such. it is with extreme importance to first reply how Aristotle regards the

nature of cognition and how does one able to get cognition so as to supply 

an reply on his impression of mind. Knowledge for him can merely be found 

within the material universe – that is things. which are apprehensible by 

senses. It is so through our experience with this objects in their spatio-

temporal being that we come to cognize them. He mentioned the procedures

of how we can get to cognize these objects – by perceptual experience. 

favoritism and thought. 

By perceptual experience here. I mean the procedure of how our senses 

operate to acknowledge things in the stuff word. Discrimination so comes 

coincident with perceptual experience in order to give a concrete description

of the thing being perceived. In illustration. upon the perceptual experience 

of a certain works. we can able to separate its construction and other ontical 

characteristics as the head started to categorise. As a corollary. we arrived 

at the decision that what we perceived is so a works. From at that place. we 

judged that what we perceived is so a works and hence. geting in the 

province of thought. 

It can be deduced so that through thought. one can able to grok the ontical 

characteristics of an object and by virtuousness one’s ground. its primary 

kernel. By primary kernel. I mean the telos or the terminal itself of a thing. 

Since ground for Aristotle is unconditioned in human existences so is 

intellect. It is because for Aristotle. ground is an indispensable belongings of 

the head – that is of the mind. If that is the instance. so ground for Aristotle 

is comparatively equivalent to the mind. 
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Husserl. on the other manus regarded the procedure of intuition as the first 

degree of knowledge wherein the objects are grasp in its original thru 

experience. This is besides the instance when 1 is knowing objects of mere 

representations which includes but non limited to pictural intuitions and any 

agencies of symbolic indicants. To humor. experiencing is consciousness that

intuits something and values it to be existent ; sing is per se characterized as

consciousness of the natural object in inquiry and of it as the original: there 

is consciousness of the original as being there “ in individual. 

The same thing can be expressed by stating that objects would be nil at all 

for the cognizing capable if they did non “ appear” to him. if he had of them 

no “ phenomenon. ” Here. hence. “ phenomenon” signifies a certain content 

that per se inhabits the intuitive consciousness in inquiry and is the 

substrate for its actuality rating. ( Husserl. p. 3 ) It is merely but logical to 

deduce that experience plays a critical function in the knowledge of a certain

object. As such. it is merely upon experience. can one theorized and moved 

to a higher degree of knowledge. 

A thing must foremost be intuited before one can speculate about them. And

after speculating. comes the procedure of contemplation. Obviously. both 

Aristotle and Husserl believed in the value of experience in which the former 

calls perceptual experience and the latter intuition. From these procedures 

arises higher signifiers of knowledge wherein the terminal consequence for 

Aristotle is believing through the usage of ground while for Husserl. it is pure 

contemplation as a consequence of phenomenology. It is so with extreme 

importance to first clarify. what does Husserl intend by mind and Ego. 
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As such. in what procedure does a individual uses his mind. Furthermore. 

what is the difference of contemplation from pure contemplation and of the 

empirical Ego to the nonnatural Ego? Besides. one should reply the inquiry “ 

what is phenomenology? ” and “ why it is merely through this procedure one

can get at pure contemplation? ” For Husserl. mind is indistinguishable with 

consciousness as Ego is indistinguishable to Self. As such. when one speaks 

of mind. one is mentioning to consciousness and vice-versa. Such is besides 

the instance with the Ego and the Self. 

Contemplation is the procedure wherein one is looking non towards the act 

of contemplation itself but instead in the way of the objects one is witting of. 

As such. one is absorbed in reflecting how these objects exist instead than 

inquiring how they come into being or basically. asking on their aboriginal 

being. If the consciousness is traveling towards this sort of contemplation. so

the Ego is merely in his/her ontical ( empirical ) position. Pure contemplation.

on the other manus. is the procedure wherein the consciousness is reflecting

his consciousness – that is the act of contemplation per Se. 

This is the instance wherein the Ego transcends from his ontical phase by 

depicting the events i. e. relating. mentioning. uniting. et Al in his 

consciousness. And this can merely be done thru the procedure of 

phenomenology. What is phenomenology so? Phenomenology is defined as 

the scientific discipline of consciousness. ( Husserl. p. 5 ) It is the procedure 

of depicting the things and events themselves in their aboriginal sense 

through the usage of phenomenological decrease. Phenomenological 

decrease so is the procedure wherein one suspends his/her preconceived 
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impression of things in order to objectively depict the objects and events as 

what it appears to them. 

It merely thru this procedure that we can get at pure contemplation because 

this is the lone method wherein objects and events are describe as 

themselves without agring to any established rule or premise. Obviously. 

Aristotle’s impression of mind and Husserl’s impression of Ego posited the 

strength of head in general – exceeding from infinite and clip. If that is the 

instance. so the construct of a individual is non merely confined within the 

physical kingdom – that is he can make things beyond the bound of his 

physical being in his journey to unknot the aboriginal being of objects and 

any subject for that affair. 

However. what sets them apart from each other is their impression on how 

one can truly hold on the ontological province of an object or in the words of 

Kant –their intentionality. Aristotle believed that one can merely cognize the 

ontological province of a thing by mentioning to its primary kernel. its telos 

as the context hint in able to hold on the object’s primary kernel. For 

Husserl. on the other manus. it is merely through the usage of 

phenomenological method can one grok the ontological province of objects. 

In Being and Time. Heidegger attempted to cognize the significance of a 

Being – that is the Dasein. by get downing to inquire and redefine the 

cardinal inquiry of “ What is a Being? ” He farther continued this method by 

inquiring the ontological inquiry of Being – that merely a being can cognize 

his Being because he is consciousness to his Being by his being. His get 

downing point is the fact that a being is a Being-in-the-World. He is a being 
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situated in this universe. As such. it is merely him who can cognize his being 

by virtuousness of his ontic-ontological character. 

If that is the instance. so it is merely him who can find his possibilities by 

virtuousness of being a spatio-temporal entity. Since no other entities can 

find his possibilities as a being witting of his being. so the Dasein entirely can

determine his existentiall. It can be deduced so that the undertaking of 

Dasein is to exceed to his existentiell in order to get at his ontological 

position. He can merely make this by maximising his possibilities to cognize 

himself thru the things which are ready-at-hand – things which can assist him

to uncover his being to him. 

It should be kept in head that this procedure of cognizing the Dasein does 

non travel in hermeneutic circles instead on a dorsum and Forth status 

Dasein as a spatio-temporal entity is confronting a difficult clip to cognize his

being because there is a inclination that he might be excessively absorb in 

his universe or autumn. Yet what Heidegger wants to stress is that he as a 

Dasein should non gestate his being as a spatio-temporal entity an burden to

his Being. It is because it is merely through this universe he can hold his 

possibilities. This separates him from other entities and makes him a Dasein.

Obviously. Heidegger’s impression of Dasein greatly gives importance to the 

relationship of the Being and the universe which is besides evident in 

Aristotle impression of mind and Husserl’s impression of Ego. However. what 

separates the former from the latter is that it focused on supplying an reply 

on how one can exceed to his facticity in order to ontologically cognize his 

Being. The latter. on the other manus. focal points in detecting the kernel 
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and the ontological being of the objects in the material universe. Nonnatural 

phenomenology is defined in general as the survey of kernel. 

It designates two things: a new sort of descriptive method which made a 

discovery in doctrine at the bend of the century. and an a priori scientific 

discipline derived from it ; a scientific discipline which is intended to provide 

the basic instrument for a strictly scientific doctrine and. in its attendant 

application. to do possible a methodical reform of all the scientific 

disciplines. ( Husserl. p. 15 ) Basically. nonnatural phenomenology so is a 

description of phenomena. Husserl. so. laid down the method to accomplish 

the aim of reforming all the scientific disciplines. 

The first measure is the usage of phenomenological epoche or decrease or 

bracketing wherein one suspends or take away all his/her prejudices and 

biass in order to “ objectively describe” a phenomena. By making this. we 

can get at a cosmopolitan description of a phenomena. This will be followed 

by the comparison and contrast method which one will hold to set about in 

order to get at the pure informations of things. It appears so that by 

suspending one’s judgement and undergoing the intersubjectivity trial. we 

can get at the “ pure informations of things” . 

In relation to this. Husserl claims that this method should be followed by all 

scientific disciplines in order to reply their aboriginal status. It is held that 

scientific disciplines can non get away their tenet because it fails to oppugn 

how they come to be. What they are merely making is a mere version of 

established rules proven in the yesteryear to be true. Since these established

rules were proven in the yesteryear to be true. scientists or people who work
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in the scientific disciplines do non do any effort to further verify the 

truthfulness of their established rules – that is how and why is it the instance 

that such rules were held to be true. 

For indisputably. things can non merely come into being without any 

rationalisation. scientific account for that affair. Sciences have constructed 

ready-made replies to all things – their nature. being. characteristic. et Al ; 

grounded on the preconceived impression that scientific disciplines have 

already provided sufficient replies to the crudeness of these objects. While 

scientific disciplines are busy in explicating these things [ the ready-made 

replies ] . they failed to recognize that they were non able to get at the 

Isness of these objects. on how they come into being. 

However. since the scientific disciplines had already deceived the people. 

that in the yesteryear. it already provided sufficient replies to the aboriginal 

being of things. it appears so they are apparently contented and satisfied by 

what the scientific disciplines have achieved. This is what phenomenology 

wants to deconstruct – it wanted to make a paradigm displacement by 

destructing the “ tradition” institutionalized by scientific discipline and get 

the better ofing relativism and subjectivism by the usage of 

phenomenological decrease. From these. one can get at the pure 

informations of consciousness. 

It is in this sense. that phenomenology becomes nonnatural. Phenomenology

is different from descriptive psychological science because it draws upon 

pure contemplation entirely. and pure contemplation excludes. as such. 

every type of external experience and hence precludes any co positing of 
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objects alien to consciousness. ( Husserl. p. 7 ) Descriptive psychological 

science so does non depend upon pure contemplation entirely ; it needs 

psychological experiencing which would ensue to the contemplation of the 

external experience. 

As such. consciousness itself becomes something transcendent. becomes an 

event in that spacial universe which appears. by virtuousness of 

consciousness. to be surpassing. ( Husserl. p. 7 ) It can be inferred so that 

phenomenology focuses entirely on the consciousness per Se of a being 

doing it the scientific discipline of consciousness while descriptive 

psychological science focal points on the consciousness of a being in his 

psychic experiences. 

Nonnatural idealism provinces that “ everything intuited in infinite and clip. 

and hence all objects of any experience possible to us. are nil but visual 

aspects. that is. mere representations which. in the mode in which they are 

represented. as drawn-out existences or as series of changes. have no 

independent being outside our ideas. ” ( Kant. p. 1 ) As such. it posits that 

one can non hold the cognition of the kingdom beyond the empirical – that is

one can non see objects outside infinite and clip. 

It is because the head as Kant argues holding certain restraints [ in mention 

to infinite and clip ] – can merely hold on the cognition of the object but non 

its thing-in-itself – the object’s intentionality. It can be inferred so that 

nonnatural idealism’s cardinal averments lies on two evidences: foremost. 

objects by themselves exudes intentionality ; and secondly. we can ne’er 

cognize their intentionality [ or noumena ] because our head can merely hold
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on the cognition or what is looking to us. Phenomenology believes on Kant’s 

first claim that so objects have their ain intentionality but vies the 2nd 

averment. 

As such. its outgrowth as a sphere of survey in doctrine is grounded on its 

push to turn out that so the head can cognize the thing-in-itself of objects. 

Phenomenology believes that this can be done utilizing eidetic reductionism 

turn outing to all that the head can exceed beyond the physical kingdom – 

beyond infinite and clip. Basically. all the doctrines which were tackled in this

paper seek to explicate and construe the universe – including the objects 

within it and the existences populating in it ; from the aboriginal being of 

things up to the hallmark of one’s Being. 
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